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B lock  Sp littin g  o f E xp onentia l O perators 

via  Pade A pproxim ants and B S P T S  Schem es

Bin Yin

School of Mathematics and Statistics,

CJarleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, K lS  5B6

Abstract

A new class of explicit schemes, Fade time-stepping (PTS) schemes has been re

cently created and introduced [4] for numerically evolving solutions of ordinary 

differential equations problems. PTS schemes, which are as simple and inexpen

sive per time-step as other explicit methods, possess, in many cases, properties 

of stability similar to those offered by implicit approaches. However, as noted 

in [4], PTS schemes are not unconditionally stable in general, and in certain 

cases they are even less stable than some other popular explicit finite difference 

schemes.

In this thesis we look at the role of a generalization of rational PTS techniques, 

which aims to provide increased stability over a wider range of problems, while at 

only a limited additional cost. The Block Splitting Pade Time-stepping schemes 

(BSPTS) we introduce in this context., are based on the operator splitting method 

combined with Pade approximation. To increase the efficiency and stability of 

the numerical solutions, the operator splitting method is employed to partition 

the operator into M  additive blocks. Each block usually is multicomponent, 

instead of single-component in PTS. By doing such splitting, there are at least

i
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two advantages that can be gained.

Firstly, the size of block can be chosen to satisfy a diverse range of approach 

goals, in terms of efficiency, stability and accuracy. BSPTS can achieve uncon

ditional stability in certain cases where PTS schemes are not. While requiring 

extra computational cost on a per-step basis, BSPTS schemes can still provide 

overall gains in efficiency relative to PTS.

The other advantage is that, the BSPTS schemes improve higher order block 

splitting methods applicable to certain problems, for example parabolic PDEs. 

As it is well known [26], block splitting methods are unstable in higher order 

(order greater than 2) for parabolic PDEs. For higher order BSPTS schemes 

in evolving certain problems, an appropriate splitting factor s is required and 

which can be chosen, in such a way that eigenvalues of each block are negative, 

therefore the ‘partial’ solution by solving each block is convergent. Consequently, 

the solution obtained from overall higher order splitting methods is convergent 

and stable.

ii
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The numerical methods for solving time-dependent ordinary differential equa

tions (ODE) and partial differential equations (PDE), in large part, can be di

vided into explicit schemes and implicit schemes. Explicit schemes tend to be 

the most efficient methods per step for solving these types of problems, but the 

price we have to pay is the stiffness and restriction on time-step size for stability. 

Implicit schemes have an advantage on this since there tends to be far less and in 

some cases no restriction on step size chosen to reach stability. However, implicit 

schemes are typically much more expensive on a per-step basis which again leads 

to significant computational cost.

This has motivated the development of stronglv-stable explicit methods, or on 

the other hand, efficient implicit schemes. There are numerous examples of such 

approaches, for instance, the classical implicit Runge-Kutta methods [12], How

ever, with accuracy higher than second order they require recursive multiple 

evaluations within a time step and are often therefore cumbersome to imple

ment. A significant amount of additional storage is required and the resulting

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

linear systems tend to be larger. Similar problems arise in methods which uti

lize higher gradients. In the specific context of linear cases, Argyris et al. [5] 

introduced a method involving higher time derivatives. However, in applications 

to nonlinear problems, higher time derivatives require repeated applications of 

the chain rule leading to higher space derivatives and therefore to lengthy ex

pressions which are expensive to compute and cumbersome to linearize. For 

predictor-corrector methods [24], an explicit scheme is used to produce an initial 

guess for the implicit solve; however, for stability full nonlinear solution is re

quired in the corrector step which in general leads to high computational costs. 

Explicit Strong-Stability-Preserving Runge-Kutta (SSPRK) methods [27] are a 

specific type of time integration method that are widely used to integrate hy

perbolic PDEs. Under a suitable step-size restriction, these methods share a 

desirable nonlinear stability property with the underlying PDE; e.g., stability 

with respect to total variation or maximum norm. But there is a barrier that 

the SSPRK with positive coefficients fundamentally restrict the achievable CFL 

coefficient for linear, constant-coefficient problems and the overall order of accu

racy for general nonlinear problems.

Other methods include split-step [3], semi-implicit [9] schemes, as well as the 

exponential proagation method [16]. Once again, all those examples have their 

advantages in some cases, but also, have their shortcomings in certain aspects. 

For example, split-step and semi-implicit methods can be attractive under cer

tain circumstances, since they can derive stability from the use of exact or other

wise easily obtainable solutions for some portions of the differential operator at 

hand; of course, the existence of such useful easily-obtainable solutions cannot 

be guaranteed in general [4], The exponential proagation method evolves the 

solution through linearization and evaluation of matrix exponentials. In turn, in
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

cases of large matrices, this method may lead to unpractical CPU and memory 

costs.

It is interesting to note that, all of these schemes bear connections with Pade 

approximation [6], For instance, the classical implicit methods can be expressed 

in terms of Pade approximants with matrix valued arguments [15]; the matrix 

exponential required by the exponential propagation method, on the other hand, 

are frequently obtained via Pade approximation of matrix valued Taylor series 

[16]-

A new class of explicit schemes, Pade time-stepping schemes (PTS) has been 

recently created and introduced [4], PTS schemes, which are as simple and 

inexpensive per time-step as other explicit methods, possess, in many cases, 

properties of stability similar to those offered by implicit approaches. However, 

as noted in [4], PTS schemes are not unconditionally stable in general, and in 

certain cases, they are even less stable than some other popular explicit schemes, 

such as, Runge-Kutta methods.

In this thesis we look at the role of a generalization of rational PTS techniques, 

which aims to provide increased stability over a wider class of problems, while at 

only a limited additional cost. The Block Splitting Pade Time-stepping schemes 

(BSPTS) we introduce in this context, are based on the operator splitting method 

combined with Pade approximation. To increase the efficiency and stability of 

the numerical solutions, the operator splitting method is employed to partition 

the operator into M  additive blocks. A Pade based stepping scheme is then 

applied to each block.

Bv doing such splitting, we find that at least two advantages can be gained.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

Firstly, the size of block can be chosen to satisfy a diverse range of approach 

goals, in terms of efficiency, stability and accuracy. Depending on the structure 

of the operators, an optimal M  is associated with the least computational time 

per step while the overall scheme is stable. Obviously, the whole operator can 

be treated as a single block, which is what we will call Matrix PTS (MPTS) 

schemes, a class of strongly stable schemes. In turn, if M  is chosen to be the di

mension of the entire operator, then we obtain the componentwise PTS schemes, 

which can achieve significant efficiency on a per-step basis. An optimal BSPTS 

scheme, presented as an ‘intermediate’ approach between componentwise PTS 

and implicit MPTS, will not only inherit the consistency of PTS schemes, but 

benefit from association with the strong stability of implicit schemes. BSPTS 

can achieve unconditional stability in certain cases where PTS schemes are not. 

While requiring limited extra computational cost on a per-step basis, BSPTS 

schemes can still provide overall gains in efficiency relative to PTS.

The other achievement is that, the BSPTS schemes improve higher order block 

splitting methods applicable to certain problems, for example parabolic PDEs. 

As is well known [26], block splitting methods are unstable in higher order (order 

greater than 2) for certain cases, especially parabolic PDEs. In our study, the 

consistency of Pade approximation is added into each block and overall splitting 

scheme. For higher order BSPTS schemes, an appropriate splitting factor s is 

required and which can be chosen, in such a way that eigenvalues of each block 

are negative, therefore the ‘partial’ solution by solving each block is convergent. 

Consequently, the solution obtained from overall higher order splitting methods 

is convergent and stable.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we briefly introduce the Pade
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

approximation techniques and PTS, as well the implementation issues on PTS 

schemes. In Chapter 3. we extend the introduction to the Pade approximants 

of matrices and MPTS schemes; we also state a fundamental theorem 011 the 

unconditional stability of MPTS. In Chapter 4, the idea of general exponen

tial operator splitting is presented, and we state some well-known results in 

the field, including the efficiency, accuracy, convergency, etc. In Chapter 5, an 

idea of exponential operator splitting via Pade approximation, and consequently, 

the BSPTS schemes are introduced more precisely. The stability analysis shows 

that the BSPTS method is unconditionally stable in a wide range of linear cases, 

such as diagonal operators and multi-diagonal operators. Various numerical ex

periments on linear problems illustrate the performance of BSPTS methods, 

compared to other techniques. In particular the schemes were tested on a well 

known stiff problem, the classical KdV equation, and it is seen BSPTS gives an 

improvement in the stability over PTS schemes and other explicit methods.
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Chapter 2

Pade Tim e-Stepping Schemes

Pade time-stepping (PTS) scheme is a new class of explicit schemes based on use 

of one-dimensional Pade approximation [6]. It exhibits the desirable simplicity 

and reduced operation count of other explicit schemes, and it also possesses the 

property of unconditional stability in some cases. The following sections provide 

a brief overview of the method arid its key implemention issues.

2.1 Pade tim e-step p in g  schem es (P T S)

Time-stepping numerical schemes for a system of differential equations

u — . 1 d. Fi(l ~ 0) Uq, (2.1)

are generally based on Taylor expansions of the unknowns and correspond to 

using certain approximation arguments. The PTS approach, time-steps the so

lution by means of Pade approximations for each one of the scalar unknowns. As 

is well known, the [L/M]-Pade approximant of a function u = u(t) is defined [6]

6
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 7

as a rational function of polynomials in t with numerator degree L. denominator 

degree M,  and whose Taylor series agrees with that of u up to order L +  M  [6].

Assuming the solution u  of (2.1) is sufficiently differentiable, the Taylor series 

of the solution, in time-step h at fixed t. may be written as

u{t + h) = ^ 2 c g(t)hq. (2.2)
</

A variety of approaches can be applied to produce such series numerically; here 

are two examples of such algorithms [4]. The simplest and most direct way 

to evaluate Taylor expansions from a given differential equation (2.1) with a 

given value u(to) proceeds via an inductive calculation similar to that arising in 

the proof of the Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem [19]. By this inductive procedure, 

the coefficients of the Taylor expansions (2.2) can be generated via multiple 

differentiation of the equations with respect to t and spatial variables x, if any. 

The resulting Taylor series by this method is adequate for problems in which the 

derivatives of the equation are easy to obtain. For example, for the convection- 

diffusion equation

ut +  aux = vuxx. a £ R, v £ R + (2.3)

Suppose the value of u at t = t0 is known to be

u(x , t0) =  f{x)  for x £ [a.b]. (2.4)

Then, (2.3) and (2.4) give

ut(x, t) =  - a f ( x ) -  vf"{x)  for x £ [a, 6]. (2.5)

And if the second time-derivatives of u is required, we can differentiate the 

equation (2.3) to obtain

uu = —auxt +  imxxt. (2.6)
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 8

where all terms of the right hand side of (2.6) can be obtained from (2.4). Clearly 

the Taylor series of form (2.2) for this problem can be produced by indefinitely 

continuing this procedure.

On the other hand, for certain types of applications, it may be highly preferable 

to use the ‘multi-step’ PTS algorithms where the Taylor coefficients are evaluated 

on the basis of values of the equation, or say the local value of its operator only. 

More details about multi-step PTS applied to the numerical differentiation are

discussed in [4].

The PTS scheme evolves the solution u by means of the Pade approximant of the 

Taylor series (2.2) for each component m  of the vector valued unknown function. 

By calling h the time-step, for a given pair of integers (L , M) we denote the Pade

approximant to the Taylor series (2.2) by
m,t  , m, t  7 , , m , f  i L 7~> (1 \a0 ■■{■■■ a, h +  ■ • • , I a, hL __ PL{h)

(2.7)
l  + b ^ h P - -  - , + b ^ h M Qm QiY  

In general, the coefficients an, bn are determined from the Taylor scries expansion

of u(t  +  h) at any regular point. If, without loss of generality, the expansion is

taken as t = 0. so
L + M

[L/M}m,t(h) .. +  0{hL+M+1),
n = Q

where cn are known. From the algebraic system
L + M

Pl W  
QM{h)

0 (h L + M + U
E  <%hn’

(2 .8 )

(2.9)
7J—0

the coefficients of hL+l, hL+2, . . . ,  hL+M directly yield the coefficients
i

\
&Ai-l

V A

Cl  M + 1 C.L - M + 2

C L - M + 2  C L - M + ’A

Cl

Cl +1

\

\  CL

( r \
Cl +  1

Cl +2
1.10)

C l+ 1  • • ‘ C l+ M + 1  /  \ C l + M  )
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 9

where cn =  0 for n < 0 . If the inverse matrix of cn elements does not exist then 

the particular [L/M] Pade approximatant (2.7) is not defined [2, 6]. Once the bn 

are found, then the remaining equations (h°, h1, . . . ,  hL) yield the an coefficients.

Provided (2.7) exists, then, calling tj — jh,  the j - th time-step (j  =  1,2,---),  the 

[L/M] Pade time-stepping scheme (PTS[L/M]) time-steps the solution according 

to the prescription

u y ,  =  [ I / M p p f t )  (2.11)

unless one of the following situations occur:

1. The Pade approximant [L/M]m,<» (h) does not exist, or

2. The Pade approximant [L/M]™’** (h) exists but the condition

\[L/M}mL(h)\ < l\ ii'/l (2.12)

is violated - where K  is an appropriately large constant, and problem

dependent. This situation may occur when, in some cases, the Pade de

nominator vanishes or is very small, In other words, \Qu{h)\ < e, where e 

is a small constant.

Thus the condition 2 above is equivalent to

2'. The Pade approximant [L;\f \":J 1 III) exists but, the condition

\QM(h ) \> e  (2.13)

is violated.

Note that, even under certain conditions, the PTS scheme may still become 

‘locally inaccurate’, that is, it may produce, at certain time-steps, accuracies of
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 10

an order lower than that of the underlying Taylor series. Since to discuss the 

‘locally inaccurate’ of PTS schemes is not the focus of thesis, please refer to [4] 

for details.

2.2 S tab ility  o f P ade tim e step p in g  schem es

The stability properties of a time-stepping scheme are usually drawn from con

sideration of its A-stability, that is, the stability properties of the scheme when 

applied to a linear system. However, given the nonlinear nature of Pade ap

proximation it is impossible to deduce a property of unconditional stability for 

a general linear system of ODEs from corresponding properties of stability for 

single linear ODEs. In fact, PTS schemes are not unconditionally A-stable.

Nevertheless some general stability properties of PTS schemes can be obtained 

through application to linear systems. While in general for a given order of ac

curacy" several PTS [L/M] schemes could be considered for different values of L 

and M,  this fact along with numerical experiments show that balanced schemes, 

where L ~  M,  tend to provide more favorable stability properties. Henceforth 

we restrict our focus on PTS schemes with L = M  which, are called diagonal 

PTS schemes. In particular, for single linear equations, diagonal PTS schemes 

are always unconditionally stable.

It has been well known that time stepping a single linear equation by means 

of Pade approximants gives rise to unconditionally A-stable numerics [8], and 

Amundsen and Bruno [4] have extended this result to triangular linear systems 

with negative diagonal entries. Then in our nomenclature, we state
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 11

T heorem  1. Let A be a real, upper triangular k x k  matrix with negative diagonal 

entries. Then, for every value of N ,  the PTS[N/N] scheme for the system

ii = A u ,

is stable for all stepsizes h > 0. More precisely, for all h > 0 we. have.

u™ —> 0 as j  —> oo for  1 < m, < k.

10'2

10"1

w i(T

  RK2
- + -  PTS[1/1] 
- 6 -  RK4 

-  SSPRK 
-  -  PTS[2/2]

-1-2•3 1010 ' 10 '
Step size

Figure 2.1: Accuracies of PTS[1/1] arid PTS[2/2] schemes applied to a system of ordinary 

differential equations with an uppertriangular operator, comparing to that of RK2, RK4 and 

SSPRK methods

However, for the general systems of differential equations, it has been con

cluded [4] that PTS schemes, in general, are not unconditionally stable and 

depended on the nature of the matrix itself.

To illustrate the behaviour of PTS schemes, we present some simple examples. 

In our first numerical example, the PTS[1/1] and PTS[2/2] are applied to an 

upper triangular matrix associated with a 4x4 system of ordinary differential
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 12

equations

-1 0 0  1 - 1  1 0.01

O o 0.1
u ; u(0) =

0 0 - 2  1 1

0 0 -0 .1 10

(2.14)

In this example, clearly the disparate eigenvalues make this problem ill-conditioned 

for implementation of regular explicit methods. As we can see in Figure 2.1, the 

classical R.K2, RK4, and even the strongly stable SSPRK scheme all lose their 

stability at certain stepsizes as the associated relative errors1 are greater than 

1. On the other hand, PTS [1/1] and PTS [2/2] not only perform as well as RK 

schemes at small stcp-sizes, but also provide accurate results while the solutions 

given by RK schemes arc blowing up, which confirms the Theorem 1.

In what follows we present two numerical experiments, which may demonstrate 

the ‘two-side’ stability properties of PTS schemes. Firstly, we consider a tri

diagonal linear system

(2.15)

-1000 - 1 0 0.1

u' = 1 -1 0 -1 u ; u(0) = 1

0 1 - 5 100

The results are shown in Figure 2.2. For this tridiagonal operator with disparate 

eigenvaues, PTSjl/1] and PTS[2/2] schemes also provide accurate results at 

relatively large step-sizes, where RK schemes are unstale. In the next experiment 

we apply the PTS schemes to a large system of ODEs arising from discretization

1 Throughtoiit this thesis, a relative error is defined as the ratio of the norm of the difference 

between the numerical solution u„ and the exact solution ue to the norm of the exact solution,
U n  —  U e |i.e.
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 13

o
UJ
<u

«3
<Dcc

  RK2
—\— PTS[1/1] 

RK4 
• -  • SSPRK 
-  -  PTS[2/2]

10’3 1CT 
Step size

Figure 2.2: Stability of PTS schemes vs. various explicit methods on a system of ODEs with 

a tridiagonal operator

of time-dependent hyperbolic PDE. From this example, it can be seen that the 

properties of the PTS schemes in PDE applications also depend significantly on 

the type of spatial discretizations used.

Next we consider the one way wave equation

Ut +  ux =  0 (2.16)

with periodic boundary conditions and initial condition a(.r. 0) =  e~x~ on the 

domain x  € [—5, 5]. The corresponding system of ODEs is taken as

■ut = Au

where A  is the eirculant matrix corresponding to the centered difference repre

sentation for ux, such that

ux
U j . i - i  I I : i

2Ax
(2.17)

w/here Uj+1 and Uj-i are results at (j +  l ) st and (j  — l ) st spatial points, respec-
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CHAPTER 2. PADE TIME-STEPPING SCHEMES 14

RK2
PTSJ1/1]

RK4

 SSPRK

 PTS[2/2]

pu]
CD>reo
EC

10"4 -3 1(P10'
Stop size

Figure 2.3: Convergence for various explicit methods on one way wave equation ut + ux = 0, 

with initial condition u(x, 0) = e~x~

tivcly; a spatial mesh-spacing A x  =  0.01 is used in this case.

Although the matrix A  is of similar nature to the one in the previous example, 

but just of larger size, as we can see in Figure 2.3, in this case PTS[1/1] and 

PTS[2/2] schemes are not only unstable for relatively large step sizes, but even 

less stable than RK schemes. In fact, in this case, PTS[1/1] is less stable than 

RK2.

From context above and [4] we know that, for a wide range of evolution problems, 

the use of the PTS schemes can give rise to higher efficiency compared to that 

offered by leading time-stepping methods. However, in a number of important 

cases PTS does not exhibit such desirable properties, e.g. the example above. 

In those cases, in order to procure stability but at greater computational cost, 

we can apply a matrix reformulation as will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

M atrix PTS Schemes

In the previous chapter, we have discussed the PTS schemes with component

wise computation, which can achieve desirable efficiency on a per time-step basis 

and possess, in many case, properties of stability similar to those offered by im

plicit approaches [4]. However, such properties of stability are highly dependent 

on the nature of the operator matrix itself. As we have seen, PTS is not un

conditionally stable in certain cases, for example, the one way wave equation 

with, finite difference spatial discretization. In this chapter we discuss a class of 

implicit methods, Matrix Pade Time-stepping schemes(MPTS), which in con

trast, time-steps the solution of differential equations in a matrix manner. Such 

matrix version of Pade approximations can be seen as early as in the book of G. 

A. Baker, Jr. and P. Graves-Morris[6], and has been developed by many math

ematicians (see, for example [10, 11, 34]). MPTS can achieve higher stability 

than those classical methods and PTS schemes. In many cases, MPTS possess 

the unconditional stability property.

15
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CHAPTER 3. M ATRIX  PTS SCHEMES 16

3.1 M atrix  approxim ants by P ade approxim a

tions

Recall that, for a system of differential equations, u = A(t)u,  PTS schemes time- 

step the solution u  by means of certain explicit algebraic manipulations on the 

Taylor polynomial (2.2), which is based on the vector component computation. 

Instead of that, the MPTS schemes time-step the solution u in a matrix manner.

3.1.1 F ixed  M atr ix  P ad e A p p roxim ation

Consider a general system of ordinary differential equations, which is in the form 

of

u =  A(t)u. (3-1)

Here, A(t) is a given, constant or explicitly dependent, also on t or u or both, 

real or complex u by-/ /  matrix.

A solution vector u is sought which satisfies an initial condition

«(0) =  u0 (3.2)

In principle, the solution is given by, for instance in the case where A  is constant,

u(t) = etAu0. (3.3)

Here we focus on ODE cases only, since in practice many PDE problems are

transformed into a system of ODEs: the results arising from ODE cases could

also be applied to PDE cases.
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CHAPTER 3. M ATRIX  PTS SCHEMES 17

Bv the definition of etA, it can be formally defined by the convergent power 

series, [23]
t2 A 2 P A ̂

etA — I  + tA + +  • • • (3.4)

By means of [L, M] Pade approximation, etA is defined by [23]

a a Plm{IA)  — [DLM(tA)\ 1 [NuM(tA)] (3.5)

where

and

AT (+ — V  ^  +  ^  ~  ( i

‘ ‘LM +

P (f 11 V " (L + M - j ) \ M \  ■

The nonsingnlarity of D lm ^ A )  is assured provided that L and M  large enough, 

or that the eigenvalues of tA  are negative. Zakian [35] and Wragg and Davies 

[33] considered the choice of L and M  to obtain prescribed accuracy and effi

ciency. Diagonal (L =  M)  Pade approximants are preferred by their studies 

versus off diagonal approximations (L ^  M).  though in this case it is mainly 

due to efficiency, rather than stability. Suppose L < M.  About M n A flops 

are required to evaluate Pla/(L4), an approximation which has order L  +  M.  

However, the same amount of work is needed to compute Pm .wit A) and this 

approximation has order 2M  > L + M.  A similar argument can be applied to 

the superdiagonal approximations (L > M).

There are other reasons for favoring the diagonal Pade approximations. If all 

eigenvalues of tA  are in the left half plane, then the computed approximants 

with L > M  tend to have larger rounding errors due to cancellation while the 

computed approximants with L < M  tend to have larger rounding errors due 

to badly conditioned matrices DLM{tA). Consequently, once again, we restrict
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CHAPTER 3. M ATRIX  PTS SCHEMES 18

our focus to [L, L] Pade approximations. This also ensures the comparisons with 

PTS are appropriate.

3.1.2 Taylor M a tr ix  P ad e approxim ants

In the context above, we have discussed the formal way to generate the [L, L] 

matrix Pade approximants to the fundamental solution of differential equation 

with the linear operator A. However, consider the fundamental solutions of linear 

problems applying to evolving the solutions of nonlinear problems, the operator 

A  normally is no longer fixed in general (usually depends on the value of u). As a 

result, the previous analysis becomes no longer applicable. For instance, suppose 

u =  Au, if A  is constant, then obviously u  =  A 2u, which is suitable to apply the 

formula (3.4). However, if A is explicitly dependent on t, thus u — (A2 +  A t)u 

where A t denotes the derivative of A  with respect to t, which is the reason we 

cannot apply the formula (3.4) for Pade approximations. More arguments have 

been addressed by G. Xu [34].

There are already many papers that generalize the fixed matrix Pade approx

imation to general matrices in one way or another. The volumes by Xu [34] 

present more generalities and details on this subject. However, the purpose is to 

introduce the Matrix PTS schemes here, thus we omit those complicated discus

sions and concentrate on finding the matrix coefficients of Pade approximants to 

the exponential operators associated with the solutions of differential equations.

To get insight into the Taylor matrix Pade approximations, again, we consider

a system of differential equations

u — Au,
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CHAPTER 3. M ATRIX  PTS SCHEMES 19

where A  is a general matrix. It is well known [34] that the matrix ehA has Pade 

approximants, for timc-stcp h at time t,

ehA = PLL(h) +  0 ( h L+L+1)

— [ I p  B \h  +  • • ■ +  B i h L] 1 [-4o +  A\h  +  • ■ • +  AiJiL] +
(3.6)

for some yet undetermined matrices A i , B j , i , j  =  1 , . . . , i .  The existence and 

uniqueness of P ll(^ )  have been proven by a number of studies. The study 

of Xu [34] and more recently a paper of A. Draux [13] were published on this 

subject. Suppose the matrix ehA lias Taylor series, in time-step h assumed t — 0,

ehA — I P  C\h P  C2/i2 +  C^h3 H , for some matrices Ci, C-2, C3, • • • (3.7)

Then, with (3.6) and (3.7), we have

IpCihpC-ih}pC-^h^p- ■ ■ =  [ IpB\hp-  • ■ t liiJi1' ^\AqP A \H P '  ■ mpAiJ iIj\, (3.8)

for some matrices C\ , C-2 , C%, • • •, then formally the matrices A i tB j , i , j  = 1, 

can be determined as in the scalar case.

For example, if we consider the [1,1] Pade approximation, suppose

[I +  Cih +  C‘2,h2]u — [ I p  [A0 +  Aih]u, for some matrices fR, A0, A\.
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CHAPTER 3. M ATRIX PTS SCHEMES 20

We have

[/ +  BiH\\l +  C\h +  C2 h2'\u — [Aq +  A xh\u

(3.9)

[I +  [£>1 +  C:i]h +  [BiCi +  C-^hr +  B iC 2hA]u — Aqu +  A xuh

A q — I  

=> \ A X = B l + Cx

B XCX +  Ci ()-> lh( ' \  -  ~ C 2 H- -■(■>(', '

^ ^  = -CaCr1 + cx
=> [I +  Cxh + (\ .ir\u = [I -  C2Cx 'h]~l [I +  [~C2Cx l +  C\]h]u

Which is the [1,1] Pade approximant of ehA with 0 ( h 2) global accuracy, since it 

agrees up to 0(h'2) with the Taylor expansion defined in (3.7).

Similar idea, for [2, 2] Pade approximation, 

[I + Cxh + ( 'Hr  +  C:,hA +  CRP]u

= [I +  Bxh +  B 2h2] 1[.A0 +  A xh +  A 2 h2]u, for some matrices A 0, A x, A 2, B x, B 2.
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Wc have

I\h T C2h? “I- C-3h? T CpP]u — [v4o T A\h  T A^h^u  

[I T [E>\ +  C\]h 4- [BiCi +  C-2 +  B2]/?.2 +  [C3 +  B\C 2 +  B 2C\\lP 

+[C4 -(- B 1C3 + B 2C2\hA]u — Aqu T A\uh  -1- A 2uh~

Aq =  I  

Ai — +  C\

A2 = C2 + BiC'i + B 2 

C3 +  BxC2 +  B2Ci = 0  

C4 +  B 1C3 +  B 2C2 — 0

b, = r,r2 5 - r..(", u\('-.<\1 - tyV] 1

b 2 =  c a 2 1 -  c Ac 3 l ] [ c 2C i l  -  C h C 2 l Y l  

y  -  ’ey .-,1 -  csc^)\c2c^  -  t y y ]  1 + Ci

A2 — C2 +  [CiC2 l -  Q iC 'f1][C'2C f 1 -  c 3c 2- 1] - 1c 1

r[ lh (  h 1 -  C'4C3- 1][C2C'3- 1 -  C T '2 '] ;
(3.10)

Thus, the [2,2] Pade approximant is determined as above, which is 0{hA) accu

rate globally, since it agrees up to 0 ( h A) with the Taylor series defined in (3.7).

The same approach can be applied to obtain [L, L) Pade approximations for any 

positive integer L.
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3.1.3  M atrix  P T S  schem es

22

Thus given a system of ODEs u — Au, and given a solution u at time t, we can 

generate the approximate solution at t + h by expanding the solution u via its 

Taylor polynomial in time-step h

nil | h ) ^ Y J ( V rl (3'n )
i=o

The MPTS scheme tirne-steps the solution u by means of [L, L] matrix Fade 

approximation on the Taylor polynomial (3.11), denoted by P [ l 01)- where

P l L(h) =

=  [/ +  B\h  +  B\h 2 +  • • • +  B \ h L\ 1 ,!(, + A\h + --- + A1! It1

(3.12)

provided it exists. Then, letting tj = jh,  the j - th time-step ( j—1,2 ,...), [L, L] 

MPTS scheme tirne-steps the solution by

unless one of the following situations occur:

1. The matrix Pade approximant P%L does not exist, or

2. The matrix Pade approximant P^ L exists but the condition

[P ' i lM l  < K '":\ (3.13!

is violated - where K  is an appropriately large constant, and problem 

dependent. This situation may occur when, for instance, the matrix jET(7?,) 

is singular or near singular. In other words, the absolute value of the 

determinant of B t(h) < e, where e is a small constant.
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Thus the condition 2 above can be reverted to

2'. The matrix Pade approxomant P lf  L exists but, the condition

\det(Bl{h))\> e (3.14)

is violated, where det(B) denotes the determinant of a matrix B.

Note that the selection of constant e can be problem dependent, in practice, 

it has been chosen from a range of (10~lv ~  10~13), which can avoid most of 

such condition violations. However, in our numerical experiment, we found that 

it’s always possible that there is no adequate e exists in order to eliminate the 

voilation to 2 or 2'. In this case, a condition control statement and an appropriate 

truncated Taylor polynomial should be employed in the schemes.

3.2 S tab ility  o f M P T S

Once again, we study the stability properties of MPTS[L, L] scheme based on 

the consideration of their A-stability, and we claim that

T heorem  2. Let Ai, A2 , . • •, A* be the eigenvalues of an k x  k matrix A,  A E  

R  and A* < 0, i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  k. Then, for any positive integer L. the MPTS[L, L] 

scheme for the system of ODEs u =  Au, where A  is a diagonalizable matrix, is 

A-stable for all step sizes h > 0. In addition, if'dm X.m < 0. then the MPTS[L, L\ 

numerical solution Uj for this system tends to zero as j  —» 0 0 .

Proof. Consider the matrix A  drawn from a system of k  ODEs u =  Au.
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CHAPTER 3. M ATRIX  PTS SCHEMES 24

A can be rewritten as

A = V D V  \

where V  are the matrix of eigenvectors of A, and D is a diagonal matrix whose

diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of A. Let

D

Ai

A  9

0

o

Atfc—i

By MPTS[L, L] scheme with a step size h > 0, Uj+i =  P(h)uj,  where

m =  ( e l ,  (£ i

=  V / V ^ L   R . j . j ' l - '  j / )  h  ).l ^  1 f y ' i   , 2 / - L ' / '  ( J ) h ) i \
^ i = 0  (2 L )! j! (L - j) !  V U a ! J  \ 2 - j j = 0 ( 2 L ) ! j ! ( L - j ) ! \ U n ) J  v

V B V

where

B -  ( T 7 (2L I''1' ( - P h ) A  1 ( t l Dh)A\ 2- ' j=0 (2L ) \ j \ ( L - j ) \  1 u n > J \ A j j =0  (2 L ) ! i ! ( L - i ) ! ^ ' ' v  y

/ ( A i )

/(A2) o

o /(Afr-i )

/(A.)
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with j f ( A j )  defined as

./(A,:
Y l  J 2Lz iM - fx -h V  2^j=0 (2L)\j\{L-j)\ \A*n) i =  1. 2,y 'L i2/ x hyi

2 ^3 = 0  (2L)\ j \ (L—j)\ ^

Note that, since the eigenvalues of A arc A*, then the eigenvalues of P  are / ( A i ) .  

Thus for stability, we need | / ( A j ) |  <  1 Vi. Since Aj < 0 for all i — 1 , 2 , ,  k, 

(Aih)j <  (—Aih)j for any positive integer j ,  therefore,

e J ;V V )!lL,(w
j=0

<
j=o

A ihy , for all i = 1 ,2 , ,k

which implies | / ( A j ) |  < 1 Vi. Hence MPTS[L, L] is stable for any step-size 

h > 0. And on top of that, if Mm such that Am <  0, then | / ( A . ; ) |  < 1 Vi =y 

\P\ < 1 =>• |P J| —» 0 as j  oo, thus \'Uj+i\ = \Puj\ = |P||wj| 0 as j  oc =$■

Uj+ 1 0 as j  —+ OC', as claimed. □

R em ark  1. Theorem 2 holds for operators whose eigenvalues are complex as 

well, i f  all eigenvalues of the operator have nonpositive real part. In such cases, 

Pi  —» 0 as j  —> oc. Therefore, the solution given by MPTS stays stable.

In the theorem above, we have shown that MPTS schemes possess A-stability 

property when A  is diagonalizable. On the other hand, in case of a non- 

diagonalizablc matrix A, by using the techniques of Jordan decomposition [18], 

we can always construct the Jordan form of this matrix (since A  is a square 

matrix) which is of block diagonalizable form. Bv the idea in the following chap

ters, this block diagonalizable form is an ideal structure that our block splitting 

method is able to overcome.
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Chapter 4

Block Splitting of Exponential 

Operators

4.1 In troduction

For a system of differential equations (3.1), a solution, or an approximate solution 

can be obtained by (3.3), satisfying a certain initial condition (3.2). However, 

computing the matrix exponential demands high processing capabilities. Even 

with modern well equipped computers, such computations may lead to a huge 

amount of computing time. Despite the fact that MPTS schemes possess strong 

stability properties and desired convergence, in each time step f,-, they involve 

evaluating the solution uj of a linear system problem, whose dimension is that 

of the ODE system. For example, in the case of PDE problems, when the spa

tial difference is small, the computation of such evaluation can suffer the same 

difficulty as that of matrix exponential.

26
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CHAPTER 4. BLOCK SPLITTING OF EXPONENTIAL OPERATORS 27

In order to avoid such difficulty, while the high order accuracy is retained, a 

concept of operator splitting has been and continues to be used widely for 

many types of evolution equations. More specifically, splitting methods for time- 

dependent partial differential equations have been most frequently studied in the 

context of spatial splittings, as in the approximate factorization techniques for 

efficiently implementing implicit algorithms [14, 20, 26, 28]. Some attention has 

also been given to splitting or fractional step methods for problems where the 

differential operator is split up into pieces corresponding to different physical 

processes which are most naturelly handled by different techniques. This has 

been done, for example, with the convection-diffusion equation and the nonlin

ear Schrodinger equation [7, 17].

More generally, a splitting method may be useful any time one is faced with a 

problem like (3.1), where A is some differential operator, which may be separated 

as

A = A i + A 2 (4.1)

such that the problems

u — A y U  (4.2)

and

a — A2u (4.3)

are each easier to solve than the original problem. By alternating between solving 

(4.2) and (4.3) we hope to compute a satisfactory solution to (3.1).

Note that, in (4.1), we just give an example of the simplest form by such splitting, 

where the operator is split into 2 sub-operators. In fact, the number of sub

operators can be varied, and of course, depends on the nature of the original

operator, the order of splitting accuracy, the efficiency of implementation, etc.
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In this context, an introduction of operator splitting is given by a general M  sub

operators arising from a general linear PDE problem, with a ra-th order accuracy 

splitting. The results, however, also apply to discretizations of ODEs [14],

4.2 T he ra-th order operator sp littin g

Let us consider an operator A  of the system of differential equations (3.1), given 

a certain step size h and j-th. step solution Uj, it has its (j + l ) th time step so

lution Uj+i = ehAUj satisfying a certain initial condition u(x, 0) =  uQ. As is well 

known [14, 26], by mean of operator splitting, the operator matrix A  can be split 

into M  blocks, A%, A2, .... A m for non-commutable sub-operators {Aj}.  such that

with splitting factors {sy} and finite rn associated with AI.

The first and second order operator splits are well known and easy to obtain. For 

higher orders, the simplest and most, efficient way to split the operator is to find 

a systematic series of approximants (4.4) by a recursive fractal decomposition 

[29]. Consider the following (m — l ) th approximant (m > 3):

e,h.A e (4.4)

Then, the m th approximant Sm(h) is constructed as follows [29]:

(4.5)

(4.6)
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for r > 2, where the parameters are the solutions of the following de

composition condition that

r 7'

=  ° ’ w i t h  =  L  (4 ? )
3 = 1  .7=0

I t’s easy to verify (4.6) and (4.7) from the following identity:

( M  \  r  /  M  \

h Ak ) II ex'P ( sm,jh ^  A k I . (4.8)

; i I  j i V /• i I

Then, we substitute the (ra — l ) t/l approximant Sm i(smjh )  in each factor of

(4.8). The decomposition condition (4.7) is derived both from the requirement 

that the sum of the uncontrollable mTl-order terms in (4.8)

should vanish, and from the requirement that the corresponding sum of the 

ra-th order terms in each Sm^i(sm„jh) should also vanish. In order to study the 

latter condition explicitly, we write the raw,-order term of S.m i(h) as

[Sm~i(h)]m = t r P U i A j } ) .  (4.10)

Then, the sum of the m th-order terms in each factor of the right-hand side of

(4.8) is given by

<411)

Thus we obtain the two uncontrollable expressions (4.9) and (4.11) vanish under 

the single common condition
r

=  « <4-12)
j  I

With this general discussion, now we start to study the simplest two-block- 

splitting, where

e h(A)  =  e h (A 1 + A 2)_ ( 4 > 1 3 )
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As it is well known [26], the first order (in h) block splitting is given by

.S, (//) -  rh h C'AL (4.14)

The second-order block splitting is given by the following symmetric product

S2 (h) = eXAlehA'2e^A\  (4.15)

For the case rri — 3 in (4.4), let we start from the following identity

eh(Ai+A-2) _ _  ( ? s / i ( . 4 i + _ 4 2 ) e , ( :m 2 s ) f t ( A i + / t 2 ) p . ' ? h ( A i + n 2 )  ^

which gives the third-order symmetric approximant

S*(h) = S 2 (sh)S2(( 1 ™ 2 s)h)S2 (sh), (4.17)

where the parameter s, by what we have shown in (4.7), is given by the real 

solution of the equation

2s3 +  (1 -  2s)3 =  0 =*► s =  ; =  1.3512... (4.18)
2 — 3v2

Thus the block splitting of third order (in h)is given explicitly by

S 3 (h) -  e sh-4lesM2ei? M le(1-2a)/,A2e 1̂ h/llesM2e5/lAl, (4.19)

with s in (4.18). An equivalence theorem between the (2m — l)-th and 2m-th 

(m >  2) approximants has been established and proved by M. Suzuki [29]. In 

our nomenclature, we can state

T h eo rem  3. We assume that the original operator A(h) with a parameter h is 

symmetric in the sense that

A(h)A(-h )  = 1; A(0) =  1,
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and for it we construct, in general, a symmetric (2m  — 1 )-th order approximant 

S2m-i(h), where m > 2, namely,

A(h) = S2m-i(h)  + 0 ( h 2m),

where

Then, S 2m-i{h) is also correct up to the order o f h 2rn, namely,

S2m-i(h)  = S2m(h).

Therefore with Theorem 3, we can obtain the fourth-order approximant S. fh)  

as

S,(h) = S:i(h).

In general, the ( 2 m — l)-th  and 2m-th (m > 2) approximants, 5 2m-i(^ ) and 

S 2m (h), are determined recursively as [29]

<5 2 m  1 ( h )  = S 2m {h) =  S2m s(smh)S2m 3((1 -  2srn)h)S2m^ ( s mh), (4.20)

where

sm =  (2 -  21/(2m 1}) :l. (4.21)

With the basic introductions above, a practical scheme of real decomposition 

was derived for real \h}.  For this purpose, consider the following symmetric real 

decomposition for the exponential operator

A(h) = e,1̂ + .4 2+...+AM) =  y2((;l//) +  Cl(//“'" ' 1}. (4.22)

From Theorem 3, we have the recursion formula

S 2m(h) — S 2m~~l(h) =  [<S'2m-3(s ? n ^ )]2 'S '2 m -3 ((l ~  ^Sm)h)[S2m-3(STnh)\2
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with, for instance, the first- and second- order symmetrized splitting 

Si(h) = ehAiehAi . . . (JhAM . . . ( l:.U(
(4.23)

5 2 (h) =  e%Ale%A2 ■ ■ • q2 am-i . . .  ^ 2 -̂ 2e 2Al.

where the parameter sm is the real solution of the equation (4.21). Consequently, 

the parameters Sj in (4.4) for the 2m-th order approximant are given by the 

product of some combinations of

^ 3 5 ' ‘ ’ ®roi 1 d.S‘2 , 1 4 s 3 , . . . .  1 4 S r

Therefore, we have

lim Sj = 0, for all j.
m-+oo

4.3 C onvergence o f block sp littin gs o f  exp on en 

tia l operators

In the present section, we investigate and state related results about the con

vergence of some systematic series of decompositions of exponential operators 

defined as exp[(A\ +  A 2 +  ■ • • +  Am)} for non-commutable operators {Aj}.  In 

this thesis we mean bounded linear or nonlinear operator arising from a system 

of differential equations.

In the previous section, we have shown that, in general, the ra-th order expo

nential decomposition Srn(h) is given in the form

g  — ghsuAy.phsnAz phsiMA-MphsziMphs-nM e hs2MAM 4̂ 24)

with some appropriate parameters {s^} determined by the requirement that

eCM+A2+-+AM) = S j h) +  0 (hm + (4.25)
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where for example, the first-order decomposition S(h) is given by

S ^ h )  = ehMehM . . .  ehAu.. l ehAu (4.26)

i.e

e k(A1+As+. . .AM_ i + J4M) =  +  0 ( h 2 ) : ( 4 . 2 7 )

and the second-order symmetric decomposition is given by

S 2 (h) = eCAl. . .  ' . . .  e} Al, (4.28)

i.e.

e h ( A 1+ A 2+.. .AM_ l_+AM ) =  +  0 ( h 3 ) ,  ( 4 . 2 9 )

It is more convenient to get the m th order approximant. Sm(h) of exp[h{Ai +  

A 2 -l—  • +  Am)\ as a decomposition in terms of n-th order approximant Sn(h) as

Sm(h) = Sn{Slh)Sn{s2h) . . .  Sn(skh) (4.30)

for some appropriate parameters {s^} which satisfy the condition

si + s2 4 h sk = 1,

and some other relations [30]. Here k depends on m  and k tends to the infinity 

as m  i—> oo.

A systematic scheme to derive higher-order decompositions even up to infinite 

order is given by the following recursive method as we stated in the previous

section

F'2m(h) = <S2m—2 (^01,1 f y S 2m—2 (4-31)

with

■Sm, 1 +  s m,2 +  ■ • • +  -Sm ,k =  1 an< l  1 +  S ^ 2 1 +  ' ' ‘ +  SnU: 1 ~
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Now the problem is to study the convergence of the general m -th order decom

position Sm(h) in the limit ra —» oo.

In general, the decomposition with parameters {sm.j} is called “fractal”, when 

the parameters satisfy the following conditions:

1- V i  +  sm>2 + ----h V i  =  li

2 . |sm_j +  smj +i -|------ (- sm,it | is bounded uniformly for both rn and j ,  and

3- E j  u \sm j ^  oo as m  ->■ oo

Here, the parameter k depends on the index rn. namely k =  k(m ). We also say

that the m-th order decomposition is “of index m” .

In order to study the convergence of the decomposition of (4.30) or more general 

non-uniform decompositions in the limit m  —» oo, we also need the following 

definition of an “approximant of index m” [28].

D efin ition  1. A family of operators Sm(h) depending on h E C such that

| |S £ ( h )  -  e " i |  < K m\h\m+1

where A = Ai + A2 + ■ • • + A m . holds uniformly for any j  for \h\ < e, with 

some e >  0, with a positive number m and with some positive constant K m, all 

independent of j .  is called an approximant of index m.

Then, the following theorem is well established [28].

T heorem  4. Let Sm(h)  be approximants of index rn for the exponential operator 

exp(hA) = exp[h(Ai +  A 2 +  • ■ • +  Am)]- A systematic series of approximants
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{Sm(h)} for exp(hA) constructed by the ordered product

for all h G C under the condition that

k(m)

lim Y  js;"+/ |  =  0 (Hi)m—>oo • ^
i=i

together with. the conditions 1 and 2  above, the limit(ii) is uniform provided 

\h\ < 6  for any positive number 8 .

R em ark  2. This theorem can be applied to fractal decompositions in which 

YLj \s rn.j\  diverges in the limit m  —*■ oo. It is easy to confirm the condition (Hi) 

above for fractal decompositions [28].

R em ark  3. The parameter k in conditions (i) and (in) increases as m  increases, 

namely k = k(m)  oo as m —► oo. The parameters {sm j} go to zero as m goes 

to infinity, as is required from condition (Hi). However, it does not necessarily 

imply the boundedness of the summation ]TV

C oro llary  1. I f  we construct Sm(h) as

(*)

converges to exp(hA), namely

lim ||,9m(7j) — ehA\ \ = 0, i.e. lim Sm(h) =  ehA (ii)

Conversely, if  S i l)(h) = ■■• = Snl\ h ) =  Sn(h) for a strictly n-th order Sn(h) 

and Sm(h) converges uniformly to ehA for any operators {Aj},  then

k(m)

Srn(h) = S ^ ( s mXx)S i2\ s m:2h) . ..  SW (sm,kh)
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with S ^ \ h )  of the form (4.26), namely of first order, then

lim S m(h) = ehA (v)
m — kx>

under the condition that
k(rn)

lim |Sm.7-|2 =  0,//I—* OO •..
:i= i

together with the condition 2 above.

Conversely, i f S ^ f h )  =  • •• =  S ^ ( h )  = S (h ) and limit (iv) holds, then

k(m)

iim E  4 -  =  °-m —>oo  J
j = 1

Furthermore, for the real decomposition (i.e., for real {smj} ) satisfying condition 

2 and limit (vi) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence (iv).

C orollary  2. For the decomposition

S‘2m(h) = S(smAh)S(snh2h ) .. .S ( s nhkh),

we have

lim S‘2m(h) = eh(Al+- +A^  (mil)

under the condition that

/on]

rn—'Oo

k(m)

lim V '  i-sm,7|3 =  0,
iv—m —>oo j=i

together with (ii).

Conversely, i f (viii) holds, then

k(m)

lim sm-j = ° ’n.—► o r. * ^m—►oo
:i= i
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4.4 N ecessity  o f n egative coefficients for sp lit

ting  schem es o f  order greater th an  tw o

Numerical schemes of order rn > 2 based on the composition (4.31) have been 

successfully applied for solving a large number of problems [29, 30], including 

certain partial differential equations [7, 17, 20]. In fact, splitting methods are 

frequently used in celestial mechanics, quantum mechanics, molecular dynamics, 

accelerator physics and, in general, for numerically solving Hamiltonian dynam

ical systems, Poisson systems and reversible differential equations [21]. It has 

been noticed, however, that some of the coefficients in (4.31) are negative for 

rn > 2. In other words, the methods in higher order always involve stepping 

backwards in time. The existence of backward fractional time steps in the com

position method (4.31) is in fact unavoidable, and can be established as the 

following theorem [14, 26]:

T heorem  5. I f  m  is a positive integer such that m  > 3, then there are no 

composition methods of the form (4.31) and finite m  with all the coefficients

being positive.

This constitutes a problem when the differential equation is defined in a semi

group, as arises sometimes in applications, since then the method can only be 

conditionally stable [21]. Also schemes with negative coefficients may not be 

well-posed when applied to PDEs involving unbounded operators, or more cru

cially, the parabolic PDEs.
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Chapter 5

Block Splitting PT S Schemes

5.1 Introduction

Operator splitting methods are used in many circumstances for solving ordinary 

and partial differential equations. Advances have been made in the application of 

these methods to equations with large sparse eigenvalue problems. However, in 

some certain cases, for instance the parabolic equations, higher order methods 

have been less used partly due to a result by Sheng in a 1989 [26], Sheng 

showed that higher order (order greater than two) operator splitting methods 

must contain operators which integrate backwards in time. This result has also 

been found by others [30]. Sheng also showed tha t a certain class of split 

operators containing sums of product terms, some terms having backward time 

evolution, were unstable in integrating a split heat equation. Therefore, the 

conclusion for this class of split operators was that they were unstable for higher 

order methods.

38
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In the our study, a method of operator splitting via Pade approximation leads to 

the Block Splitting Pade Time-stepping (BSPTS) schemes which arc introduced 

to numerically evolve systems of ordinary differential equations. Once again, 

since in practice many PDE problems can be approximated into a system of 

ODEs to evaluate, the results arising from ODE cases could also be applied to 

PDE problems.

The new schemes have the following features:

1. Based on the nature of the original operator, the size of blocks can be 

chosen to satisfy a diverse range of approach goals, in terms of efficiency, 

stability and accuracy;

2. A-stability over a wide range of time-steps for a variety of ODE problems;

3. They can be stable in evolving parabolic PDEs for higher orders (orders 

greater than 2);

4. The schemes are simple and easy to implement.

In short, the present method is a natural extension of the operator splitting 

method, and a generation of PTS and MPTS schemes, acting as an ‘intermediate’ 

approach in terms of stability and computational expense per step. Comparison 

of the present scheme with the PTS and MPTS schemes shows that the BSPTS 

improves the stability of PTS on certain cases, with only limited extra per-step 

computational cost, and it is more efficient than MPTS.
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5.2 B lock sp littin g  P ad e approxim ants

40

Again, let us consider the operator A  arising from the system of differential 

equations (2.1), ii =  Au  with initial value u(t  =  0) =  Uq, and

In the previous chapter we have shown that, with h — At > 0, the m-th order 

operator splitting is given by

Note that, all higher order splittings (order greater than 2) are combinations of 

lower order splittings, and can be finally presented in terms of the 5 2- Therefore, 

without loss of generality, in what follows we discuss the Pade approximants of 

S2 only.

Let P n(hA) denote the n-th order of Pade approximant of a certain operator 

A  with a given step-size h > 0, and P™(hA) denotes the m-order splitting of 

P n(hA). Then

(5.1)

Si(h) — ghsiAighs2A2 . . . qHsmAm m — 1

m — 2

S4 (/?,) =  S 2 (ujh)S2 ({l -  2 u)h)S 2 (uh) m  =  4

where 2ca3 |- (1 — 2u;)3 =  0

(5.2)

S2 (h) = P%(hA) +  0 ( h n+1)

+0{hn+1)
(5.3)
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Now an appropriate form of (3.5) or (3.8) can be applied to express the n-th 

order Pade approximants of P n(,sfc|H fc), k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  M  — 1 or P n{suhAM)-

Here we present a simple example to gain an insight on the block splitting Pade 

approximation. Consider a tridiagonal matrix

A =

a b 0  0  

c d e 0  

0  /  g x  

0  0  y z

where a, b, c, d, e, f ,  g, x, y, z are real constants. If we let

(5.4)

a b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c i 0 0 0
do e 0 0 0 0 0

2 > A -2 — , and =
0 0 0 0 0 f 9

2 0 0 0 9
2 X

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y z

A\ —

(5.5)

Clearly, A — A \ +  A 2 +  A:i. Thus, with h > 0, the second order of exponential 

splitting S 2 for the matrix A  is

S2 (h) (5.6)

If we consider a second order Pade approximations of S2, i.e. n = 2, which is 

its [1,1] Pade approximant; P2, can be generated by applying the matrix Pade 

approximation (3.5), such that

p2(|/t1) = (/-yiri(Jr+yi),
p *(Ia 2) = ( i - f  i w n  + f  | ) ,

P 2 {hA3) = (I -  + f h ) .

o . ( .
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Therefore, with (5.6) and (5.7), the 2nd order block splitting Pade approximant 

for matrix A

P&hA) =  (I - f  !)-■(/  + + f t >

<i -  + f  h)(i -  f i r m  + f  p a  -  f i r ' r  + f t ) -
( 5 .8 )

R em ark  4. For the block splitting Pade approximant P™, the overall order is 

r = min(rn +  1 , n■ + 1 ), i.e.

ehA =  P™(hA) +  0 (h r+l), where r =  m in ( m n ).

This remark can be easily seen, since

0 {hr+l) = 0 (hm+l) +  G (hn+1) = 0 {hmin{m-n)+1).

According to the Remark 4, for the r-th  order block splitting Pade approximant

of ehA, the r-order of block splitting Sr with its [N, iV] (where 2N > r) Pade ap

proximant has to be employed. Henceforce, in practice we should always choose 

n  =  rn for efficiency, and in this thesis we discuss P ” only.

5.3 O ptim al block sp littin g  P ade approxim ants

In. fact, the way to split the operator is not unique. Any splitting blocks {/lj} sat

isfying (5.1) can be considered, where an optimal splitting, in terms of stability, 

efficiency and/or other factors, for example the difficulties of implementation, 

is suggested for certain problems. For instance, for the previous example, an
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alternative splitting read as

43

Ai —

a b 0 0 0 0 0 0

c d
2

e
2

0
, a 2 =

0 d
2

e
2

0

0 /
2

9
2

0 0 1
2

3.
2 X

0 0 0 0 0 0 y Z

(5.9)

and the associated 2nd order Pade approximation for this splitting can be

d l b
2 2 '

A 2 

2
A i K  

9  9 /

A1 h. 
2 ~ 2  

(5.10)

As we can see from this example, the operator A  is split into several suboperators 

{A,} with far less nonzero elements than A  in relaxation manner to simplify the 

system we originally have. However, the nature of suboperators can also offer us 

another opportunity to ameliorate the algebraic computation. For instance, A i 

and A -2 in the last example, each of them has at least one zero-row and one zero- 

column which in fact reduce the dimension of the suboperator; consequently, 

it can be more computationally efficient when such operators are evaluated by 

certain algebraical method than that of the original operator.

While in general for a given order of accuracy several splittings could be con

sidered for size and number of suboperators, our experiements suggest that the 

smaller is the size of suboperators, the more efficient is the computation per 

step; consequently, henceforth we restrict our focus to block splitting Pade ap- 

proximants with the smallest suboperator size which provides the A-stability of 

the overall scheme, namely op tim a l block sp littin g  P ade  a p p ro x im a n t.
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5.4 B lock Sp littin g  P ade T im e-step p in g

Our Block Splitting Pade Time-stepping (BSPTS) schemes evolves the solution 

u of (2.1) with suboperators {Ai} satisfying (5.1) by means of the block splitting 

Pade approximant for each suboperators. Therefore, given an intergers N, and 

the time-step h at time t, let n = 2N, we denote P^'l{hA) the block splitting Pade 

approximant with order n, which can be derived by the procedures described in 

the last section. Then calling tj the j — th  time-step (j = 1 ,2 ,. . . ) ,  the n-th order 

Block Splitting Pade Time-stepping scheme, Sn BSPTS [iV, N] (BSPTS [JV, A7] by 

short) time-steps the solution according to the prescription

again, unless one of the following situations occur:

1. The block splitting Pade approximant P™-l(hA) does not exist for one or 

more suboperators, or

2. The block splitting Pade approximant P ^ ih A )  exists for all suboperators, 

but the condition

for some suboperators is violated - where K  is an appropriately large con

stant, and problem dependent. This situation may occur when a certain 

suboperator A; is singular or near singular. In other words, the absolute 

value of the determinant of Ai < e, where e is a small constant.

Thus the condition 2 above can also be reverted to

( 5 . 1.2 )
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2'. The block splitting Pade approximant P™'l{hA) exists for all suboperators, 

but the condition

\det(Ai)\ > e for certain suboperators A^s, and constant e (5.13)

is violated. In this case, a condition control statement and an appropri

ate truncated matrix-type Taylor polynomial should be considered in the 

algorithm.

Despite the desirable situation tha t (5.13) holds for every suboperator, the 

method may still remain valid when it is violated only for a certain number 

of suboperators. In this thesis we discuss the earlier case in 2' only, the more 

challenging latter case will be a part of future work from this study.
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Chapter 6

Stability of BSPTS Schemes

In this chapter, we study the stability of BSPTS schemes assuming, for simplicity, 

that the operator A  is constant. Again, the stability property is drawn from 

consideration of its A-stability as well; for the stability in the following text we 

also mean the A-stability.

In practice, by the BSPTS schemes, we can consider the solution uj at time tj

as

u j = u 1j + u 2j -1--------V u f ,  (6 .1)

where u) is the partial solution associated with the suboperator A,, at time tj.

Definition 2. Given a set of splitting vectors {«*•},« =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  M , associated 

with a set of suboperators A it where (6.1) is satified. Suppose Pi is the matrix 

Pade approximant for submatrix Ai, and m*-+1 =  . if  for any integers i and

k, where 1 <  i ,k  <  M . Pkvf =  if k /  i, the set of {/u*} is an Independent 

set of partial solutions.

46
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Now if {uj} is an independent set of partial solutions, by the BSPTS prescription 

(5.11),

Uj+1 =  P n ' h ( h A ) U j ,

=> U j + i — P n t j ( h A ) ( U j  +  Uj  H-------h u f )

=> uj+ 1  = P’Y 1 {hA)u) + Pn't](hA)uI 4.........1 P lh (h ,A )u f)

=> UJ+1 =  P n h (h b l n j  +  ( M 2)w? +  • ■ • +  P n h { h A M) u f ,

where I f ' 1' •/;.!,) denotes the items only depending on .4. in .4). We

should note that, each P,?’** (hAj), in fact is a product of certain terms of P n(hAi) 

for certain order n, i.e., P«,tj(hAi) = (P n(hAi) ) rn for certain integers m  and n.

Therefore, if \ P n{hAi)\  < 1, then \ {Pn{hAi ))m \ < 1, thus |P,(M" (/A*) | <  1.

Based on the analysis above, with the nature of BSPTS schemes, we can obtain 

a general stability result as follows:

T heorem  6 . Let A be a real k x  k matrix, -with its subma.tric.es {Ai}, i= l, 2,

. . . ,  M, M  < k, such, that A = Y lf t i  and there exists an independent set of

partial soluions {u}}, associated with {-4.,;}. Then the BSPTS[ N,  N] scheme for  

the system of ODEs u = Au is stable for all step size h > 0. i f  all eigenvalues of 

each submatrix are real and nonpositive.

Proof. Let i be any integer e  [1 , M] and Ai)P denote the p-th eigenvalue of Ai. 

Suppose that for each submatrix A,; with a step size h > 0, by BSPTS [AT, A,r] 

scheme, u} +1 = i)u lr  Since Xip <  0 for all possible p and i, then \Pn(hAi)\ < 1, 

therefore,

|P i |  =  \ ( Pn( hAi ) ) m \ <  1 => \ P f C ( h A t)\ <  1

let

Uj =  Uj +  u* +  • • • +  Ujf , where w*. C  u \
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and

Uj+l =  PlUj +  Pr2Uj +  • ■ • +  PitfUj*.

Bv Theroem 2, |Pj| <  1 for all i along with, the independence of \u ,\ .  which 

implies that BSPTS[N, iV] schemes are stable for all step sizes h > 0 . □

Most numerical schemes are extraordinarily general, in that they are designed for 

use with arbitrary matrices. In practice, however, most applications are far more 

specialized, and each applications may require different implementation from 

others. For example, standard discretization of partial differential equations 

typically lead to large and sparse matrices. A sparse matrix is defined [25], 

somewhat vaguely, as a matrix which has very few nonzero elements. The sparse 

matrices can be essentially distinguished into two broad types: structured and 

unstructured. A structured matrix is a block matrix, i.e., a matrix of dense 

submatrices (blocks) of the same size, whose blocks form a regular pattern, 

typically along a small number of block-diagonals. In contrast, a matrix with 

irregularly located entries is said to be unstructured. Finite difference matrices 

on rectangular grids are typical example of structured matrices. Even for those 

unstructured matrices, by the Jordan decomposition [18] techniques, a square 

matrix can always be converted to the block diagonalized Jordan form where 

our results can apply.

Based on the nature of the operator, a certain splitting can be applied to the 

operator to ensure the stability of overall schemes. However, the conversion of 

stability property of MPTS to BSPTS can be too complicated or even impossible, 

except those operators which can be split into several independent suboperators 

where the Theorem 6  can be refered. In what follows, we present a simple case 

to illustrate the application of Theorem 6  to more specified cases.
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Diagonal m atrices operators

A diagonal matrix A  may be the simplest operator, which may, for instance, arise 

from some i.i.d. random phases problems. For this case we make a conclusion

T h eo rem  7. Let A be a real k  x k matrix with diagonal entries ai7 i= l, 2, . . . ,  

k. I f  ai < 0 Mi, then BSPTS[N,  iV] scheme for the system of ODEs u = Au is 

stable for all step sizes h > 0, arid BSPTS[N, A] numerical solution uj for this 

system tends to zero as j  —> oo.

Proof. Let

A =

ai 0 0

0 ao 0

0

0

aj <  0, j  =  1,2,

0 . . .  0 U k - i  0

0  . . .  0  0  ak

By BSPTS [Ar, N], suppose A  is split into M  submatrices, such that each sub

matrix, in its original splitting form

0

O

a.

d i j + k —M + i

O 0
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where A — A ; Oij =  (ij- Since all eigenvalues of Ai are nonpositive Vi. 

Therefore the results we claimed just follows after Theorem 6 . □

Note that, although in this thesis we do not give the theoretic proof for stability 

on other type of operators, numerical examples do suggest that BSPTS schemes 

possess of strong stability property on a wide range of operators arising from 

various popular problems, for instance, one way wave equations of hyperbolic 

PDEs and diffusion equation of parabolic PDEs. The theoretic proof to verify 

what those numerical examples suggest is in progress.
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Chapter 7

Numerical Experim ents

7.1 N um erical experim ents: O rdinary Differ

entia l Equations

We begin, the numerical tests with a sparse system of ODEs which easily makes 

explicit schemes unstable. By testing this simple problem, we can also verily the 

order of accuracy of the methods. Consider a 5 x 5 system of linear ODEs

u =  Au, with a given initial value it(0) =  uq,

where
-180 - 1 0 0 0 . 0 1

5 - 1 - 2 0 0 . 1

1  = 0 - 1 - 2 0 - 1 0 , Uq = 2

0 0 - 3 - 4 5 1 0

0 0 0 3 1 o
1

1 0 0

Clearly, the eigenvalues are disparate, which render this an ill-conditioned

51
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o
UJ<D>
0)cn

  RK2
PTS[1/1]

- e -  S2 BSPTS[1,1] 
MPTS[1,1]
RK4 
SSPRK 

-  -  PTS[2/2]
S2 BSPTS[2,2] 

- 0 -  S4BSPTS[2,2J 
-  MPTS[2,2]

-110"2 10"
S t e p  s iz e

Figure 7.1: Stabilities o f B SP T S schemes with other methods on a sparse system of ODEs

problem for explicit schemes. In this example, we compare BSPTS[1,1], Sq 

BSPTS[2 ,2 ] and S4 BSPTS[2,2] schemes with PTS[1,1] and PTS[2 ,2 ], and also 

with RK2 , RK4, and SSPRK.

To quantify the accuracy of the computed solutions, we compare the step sizes 

and relative errors. Figure 7.1 has firstly confirmed the expected order of accu

racy for each method. It also shows that, for small time-steps BSPTS schemes 

perform as well as the PTS and RK schemes, and that they continue to pro

vide stable and accurate results well beyond the RK stabilities. We also note 

that, BSPTS schemes can provide even higher accuracy than PTS schemes by 

1 0 2 ~  1 0 4 times in this case.
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7.2 N um erical experim ents: P artia l D ifferen

tia l E quations

Now we study the numerical behavior of our schemes for a few PDE problems 

designed to capture solution features that pose particular difficulties to numerical 

methods. Experiments for the PTS and MPTS schemes are included in every test 

example, while the classical 2nd and 4th order explicit Runge-Kutta methods 

are also included because those methods are commonly used but not strongly 

stable for certain cases. In addition, the Strong-Stability-Preserving Runge- 

K utta (SSPRK) [27] method is included as well, which gives us an even more 

visible basis for comparison given its strong stability features.

To investigate the behavior of our BSPTS schemes, we consider three types of 

PDEs, which are the one way wave equation ( a linear hyperbolic PDE), the one 

dimensional diffusion equation (a linear parabolic PDE), and the KdV equation 

(a nonlinear hyperbolic PDE). In all test problems, we focus on the behavior of 

the numerical schemes for interior regions rather than boundaries and impose 

periodic boundary conditions on certain domains. It is known that sometimes 

a conventional (and intuitive) treatment of the boundary data (especially in the 

case of inflow boundary conditions) within the stages of an explicit method, 

for example a Runge-Kutta method, can lead to a deterioration in the overall 

accuracy of the integration.
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RK2
PTS[1,1)
S2 BSPTS[1,1]

t> MPTS[1,1]
RK4 
SSPRK 
PTS[2,2]
S4 BSPTS[2,2] 

 MPTS[2,2]

S tep S i z e

Figure 7.2: Stabilities of BSPTS schemes comparing with various methods on one way wave 

equation ut + ux = 0

7.2.1 H yp erb o lic  P D E s  

One way wave equation

In this case, the initial condition

ui.r. 0 ) =  e~x“

is evolved to time t =  1 according to the linear advection equation (2.16), also 

called one wav wave equation

du du
m  + a i  =  >

using a constant grid spacing of Aa: =  0.01. It is clear that the exact solution is 

iti.v. I) — e-U -t )2 on the domain [-10, 10]. A plot of the relative errors is given 

in Figure 7.2.

In this example, all BSPTS schemes can give improved stability over the PTS
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 RK2
— I— PTS[1,1]
— ©—  S2 BSPTS[1,1] 
- - MPTS[1,1]
— S—  SSPRK

o 10“
UJ<D>
0)
CL

10"6

10
Computation time(sec.)

Figure 7.3: The computation efficiencies o f B SP TS schemes vs. various methods on one way 

wave equation u t + ux =  0

schemes by their unconditional stability property on this type of problem. On 

the other hand, obviously the MPTS scheme provides the best stability and 

accuracy among all methods. However, if we look at the Figure 7.3, we just find 

that S2 BSPTS [1,1] shows its computational efficiency over MPTS [1,1].

K dV equation

The next test example is the Korteweg de Vries equation (KdV) equation, which 

in canonical form, is given by

Ut V uxxx -\~ 6 uux 0 .

Clearly the KdV equation is a nonlinear PDE problem, whose solution is no 

longer given formally by

l Au =  e mq,
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since such matrix A  varies at each step. However, at each step we still take this 

changing operator, split and apply BSPTS in order to find its numerical solu

tion. The reason we can do so is that, on a step by step basis, we have effectively 

“frozen” the matrix at time t n by taking appropriate step size dt and solving 

the resulting (constant coefficient) linear system. However when such dt is too 

large so that the approximation of frozen A  is no longer valid, the accuracy of 

the solution will be lost.

The KdV equation with the single solition initial condition u0 =  u(x, 0) =  

2 sech2 (:r), for which the exact solution is known as u (x ,t) = 2 seeh2(:r — At)

[1 ] on the truncated domain x  G [-10,10] is evolved. In Figure 7.4 we present

  rk2
- + -  PTS[1/1]
- 0 -  S2 BSPTS(1.1] 

MPTS[1,1]
-A -  rk4 
-  -  PTS[2/2]

S2 BSPTS[2,2] 
-  MPTS[2,2]

g
tl]
0)
>

CDtr

10 3 
Step size

10 " '

Figure 7.4: B SP TS schemes vs. various methods on K d V  equation

the step-sizes vs. the relative errors arising from applications of some 2 nd order 

methods, i.e., the S -2 BSPTS[1,1] with RK2 and SSPRK to the solution of the 

KdV equation up to time t — and the splitting factor s is randomly chosen 

from [0 , 1 ].
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As wc can sec from this plot, although all methods fail to stay stable when the 

step size becomes large, S 2 BSPTS[1,1] which loses its stability when dt > 0 .0 0 1 , 

has shown the advantage over PTS[1,1] which goes to unstable when dt > 0.05.

7.2.2 P arab olic  P D E s

Diffusion equation

The parabolic PDE problems have restricted the usage of general block splitting 

methods because Sheng [26] has showed that higher order (order greater than 

two) operator splitting methods must contain operators which integrate back

wards in time. In the same study, Sheng also showed that a certain class of 

split operators containing sums of product terms, some terms having backward 

time evolution, were unstable in integrating a split heat equation. Therefore, 

the conclusion for this class of split operators was that they were unstable for 

higher order methods.

In section 5.2, we have confirmed that in the diffusion equation cases, it is true 

that higher order splitting methods all must have negative time evolution op

erators. Nevertheless, they are not unstable, at least not all unstable when we 

approximate the split blocks via their Pade approximants by providing an ap

propriate splitting factor s. In fact, there is one and exactly one splitting factor 

s =  |  which makes higher order BSPTS schemes (4th order in our test case) 

stable for diffusion equations. A wide range of splitting factors have been tested, 

we indeed see that any s other than |  can make this scheme unsuccessful.

We have tested the diffusion equation
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RK2
PTS[1/1]

-© -  S 2  B S PTS[1 ,1  
M PTS[1,1]
RK4 
S S P R K  

-  -  P T S  [2/2]
S 2  B S P T S [2 ,2  

- 0 -  S 4  B S PT S[2 ,2] 
M PTS[2,21

S te p  s ize

Figure 7.5: BSPTS schemes vs. various methods on heat equation ut = uxx with s = \

U t  =  U x x , t  >  0

on the truncated domain of x  e  [-1 0 ,1 0 ], with the initial condition and the 

solution are given by [2 2 ]

1
u(x, t)

a / 4?v ( p  +  t )
e'Mp+t)

where p—DA.

A plot of relative errors for evolving this problem by BSPTS schemes with the 

splitting factor s =  \  is shown on Figure 7.5. From this plot, we can clearly 

see that BSPTS schemes are presenting their favorable unconditional stability 

given an appropriate splitting factor. On the other hand, we have also tested 

this problem with values of 5  other than ~ and the relative errors plots are 

given on Figure 7.6. The fourth order scheme 6 4  BSPTS[2,2] is unstable for all 

other values of s as the relative errors blow up when the step size d t>  \.  The
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102 
Step ai;

10 '10 3

PTS[1/1]

S2 BSPTS|I,1| 

MPTS[1.1j S=1

a>

10 3 1010 ' 
Step sii

s=0

 PTS[2/2|

 *  S2 BSPTS[2.2]

— 0— S4BSPTS[2,2] 

  MPTSJ2.2]

i

10' ’10 3

S=1/4

10'3

10 3 10

Figure 7.6: Convergence of B SP TS schemes on heat equation u t = u xx with a range o f  

splitting factors

second order schemes S2 BSPTS[2,2] and S 2 BSPTS[1,1] stay unconditionally 

stable when the value of s is close enough to |  (for instance s =  |  in our test), 

otherwise they cannot hold the stability for larger step sizes neither.

7.3 A lternative sp littin g  m ethods

In this context so far we have only discussed a few splitting techniques of this big 

family of time-stepping schemes, which may be named diagonal block sp lit

ting  based on certain operator matrices with a band of diagonal blocks. While 

such type of matrices may cover a wide range of operators, the BSPTS schemes
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could also be applicable to evaluate problems with more general operators de

rived from more general splitting techniques within the range of satisfying the 

essential condition (5.1). Here we present a simple example where an alterna

tive splitting method is applied. In this example, the one way wave equation 

is evolving by a more specific block splitting Pade approximation, namely R o w  

B lock-sp littin g  P T S  (R B P T S ) ,  which can enlarge the step size for the sta

bility to PTS for 3-4 times while cost only 50% more computational time per 

step.

The operator A  arises from equation (2.16). Suppose A  is dimension of n  x n,

PTS[1/1] 
s~  RBPTS(1/I|

10'“

10 2 10' '10-3

-  -- PTS[2,;2] 
-A- RBPTS[2"

EC

104

10 '5

i0J

Figure 7.7: Relative performance o f R B P T S schemes for one way wave equation

by means of RBPTS, A  is split into n row blocks, such that there is no overlap 

between blocks. If a [N/N] Pade approximation defined by (2.7) exists for each 

row block m  at time tj with step size h, that is, if [N/N]tj (/?,) exists, combinating 

with the general block splitting algorithm,

u.j+i — [N/ N] ^ ( ^ ) u j [ N/ N] ^ ( fj ) u j  — R 2(h)uj 2 nd order accuracy

Uj+1 =  R2(wh)R2((l — 2u)h)R2(ujti)Uj 4th order accuracy (7-1)
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A relative numerical experiment has been done, and the convergency and effi

ciency plot are given in Figure 7.7. We clearly see, RBPTS[1,1] and RBPTS[2 ,2 ] 

improve the stability by around 3-4 times to P T S [1,1] and PT S[2/2] respectively. 

Especially, for certain order of accuracy RBPTS [1,1] performs 4 times more ef

ficient than PTS[1,1], which we don’t achieve by the diagonal block splitting.

However, in this case RBPTS is not unconditionally stable, and RBPTS[1,1] is 

still even less stable than. RK2. As we expect, higher stability RBPTS schemes 

may be obtained from the technique, namely m u lti-co m p o n en tw ise  P a d e  

app ro x im a tio n , which Pade approximates the Taylor expansions of the un

knowns on the multi-component manner [6 ]. The investigation on this topic is 

in progress.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Future Work

In summary, we have presented a new class of time-stepping schemes of block 

splitting of exponential operator via their Pade approximants, named BSPTS 

schemes, which encompass the highly stable but computationally expensive MPTS[N,N] 

methods, and the very efficient but less stable PTS[N,N] schemes which perform 

the algebraic computations componentwise. We have shown that, for a wide 

range of operators arising from various systems of DEs, BSPTS holds the uncon

ditional stability. We have also performed a comparison of the new schemes with 

Runge-Kutta methods commonly used in practice on a nonlinear PDE problem 

(KdV equation). Our new schemes compare favorably in terms of stability. We 

find that, the BSPTS schemes not only hold the unconditional stability property 

in many popular problems, for instance one way wave equations, but also give 

rise to higher computational efficiency than the implicit MPTS schemes on a per 

time-step basis.

The improvements are the greatest for higher order BSPTS schemes applied to

parabolic PDE problems where general high order block splitting methods fail.

62
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We find that there is one, and exactly one value of splitting parameter which 

can make higher order splitting methods stable in evolving diffusion equations.

We should note that while examples presented here are more for the purpose of 

illustration of the methods, in practice, problems where the systems are struc

tured but stiff, are most suitable to this approach.

However, as an ‘intermediate’ approach between stable schemes and efficient 

methods, in this thesis we actually study the BSPTS schemes from the view

point of stability. In order to obtain high stability, we simultaneously pay a 

price on losing efficiency per step. For example, we can read that from Figure 

7.3, BSPTS schemes are far less efficient than explicit methods RK and PTS 

(1 0 2 ~  104 times slower) for certain order of accuracies. Incorporating efficient 

linear algebra methods, for example, iterative mathods, arid multi-step methods 

to speed up the computation per step would make this scheme more practicable.

On the other hand, this also motivates us to alternately explore BSPTS meth

ods from the viewpoint of efficiency. As the last example indicates, based on the 

structure of certain operator, alterative splitting methods, including row block 

splitting, triagonal block splitting, unequal block splitting, etc., should be con

sidered to achieve an better performance, in terms of accuracy, stability and 

efficiency. Further investigation about the algebra concerned in deriving high 

performing methods and their properties is left for future work.
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